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Our senior design report encompasses the design selection, 
process, and fabrication of an automatic onion peeler. Our 
design is intended for the peeling of medium yellow onions 
in restaurant-scale applications. Our machine is easily 
cleaned and can be safely operated by one person.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PROJECT PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A mechanism that can be loaded continuously by one operator so that the process of 
peeling onions for cooking purposes is made easier for restaurants and other large-scale 
operations. The onions would need to have the root ends cut off by the operator before being 
loaded.  The mechanism should be able to fit on the table and be easily stored when not in use.  
The design will include knives that cut the skin and outer layer and a method to peel back the 
skin as they are mechanically forced through the vegetable. The final product will be peeled 
onions with the skin and outer layer completely removed.  
1.2 LIST OF TEAM MEMBERS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION STUDY – CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS 
2.1 A SHORT DESIGN BRIEF DESCRIPTION THAT DESCRIBES THE PROBLEM 
Our design is intended to address the difficult and timely process of peeling a vast amount of 
onions in a restaurant-type setting. Not only is this time consuming for restaurant workers, but it is also 
unpleasant due to the smell and the chemical irritant that often causes tears. Our hope is that our design 
will minimize the inconvenience of peeling large quantities of onions. We want our design to be small 
enough to easily fit on a table or countertop and to easily be stored when not in use. Our design is to 
accomplish the peeling process efficiently, successfully peeling 80% of the onion in 15s or less. The 80% 
requirement is in reference to the outside flaky skin of the onion as well as the first fleshy layer of the 
onion. We chose a 15s cycle time to be sure that our process would be quicker than one worker peeling 
the onion by hand. We want our design to be able to be operated by one user and easily cleaned. Our 
design must also meet the standards described by NSF/ANSI 8 – 2012 Commercial Powered Food 
Preparation Equipment.  
2.2 SUMMARY OF RELEVANT BACKGROUND INFORMATION  
Through research of the current markets in the onion peeling industry, we came across a couple 
of industrial designs as well as some personal kitchen designs. The first model comes from Frain 
Industries and is a two-piece onion peeler and dicer. An image of this machine can be seen in Figure 1.  
  The Onion Peels 
Craig Claire 
Matt Clohisy 
William Luer 
Dylan Newcomb 
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Fig. 1 Frain Industries Machine1 
Frain Industries has two machines, pictured above, that they use in combination to peel and dice 
onions. The peeler requires the onion to already have the root ends cut off and for an operator to place the 
onion into the machine at a specific orientation. The machine that peels the onion is over 16 ft long and 
three feet wide. The peeler machine outputs a peeled onion that is fed into a hopper that is connected to 
the dicer. The onion is diced into pieces approximately 1/8”x1/8”x3/8”. 
The second machine we came across is produced by M& P engineering and can be seen in Figure 
2. This machine by M&P Engineering cuts the root ends off onions and peels the outer layers off the 
onion. One operator is required to position the onion appropriately into the machine. Like our design, it 
does not dice the onion.  
 
Fig. 2 M&P Engineering Onion Peeler2 
For our design, we wanted to create a smaller-scale machine that fits more within the restaurant 
industry. We want it to be able to peel more onions quicker than a single person could or a person 
utilizing a number of the personal kitchen items that are capable of peeling onions one by one.  
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3 CONCEPT DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION – DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS ALLOCATED AND DECOMPOSED TO DESIGN 
REQUIREMENTS 
3.1.1 Record of User Needs Interview 
Fig. 3 Customer Goals/Needs Table 
•Under a prep table
•Easily lifted by one person, compact design
•Importance: 4
Prompt/Question 1- How much room would you have for storage of the 
onion peeler?
•Depends on person. Estimated 15 seconds
•Mechanism needs to peel onion about every 15 seconds
•Importance: 3
Prompt/Question 2- How long does it take to peel an onion by hand?
•Up to 50 lbs of onions at a time
•Need to be able to handle peeling up to 50 lbs of onions continously
•Importance: 3
Prompt/Question 3-How many onions do you peel at a time?
•Device that peels it for you; preferably automatic
•Motor driven peeler preferably
•Importance: 4
Prompt/Question 4- How can it be made more convenient?
•Yellow onions, about 4 in. 
•Need to be able to cut variety of sizes of onions about 10 cm +/- 1cm.
•Importance: 5
Prompt/Question 5- What type of onions do you use? What is the average size?
•Removable knives/sharp edges. Be able to fit in sink
•Deattachable blades. Large parts be separated into smaller sections
•Importance: 4
Prompt/Question 6-How would cleaning the mechanism be made easier?
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Customer Goals/Needs Summary: 
1. Expedite peeling onions on a restaurant scale 
2. Easily cleaned 
3. Easily stored 
4. Moved and operated by one person 
5. Removes only skin and outermost layer 
6. Safe to user 
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3.1.2  List of identified operational and design requirements 
 
Fig. 4 Operational Requirements 
Onion Peeler
1. Operating 
Environment
1.1 Size 
1.2 Storage
1.3 Cleanability
1.4 Safety
2.Driving 
Mechanism 
2.1 Driving Source
2.2 Consistent 
Process
2.3 Cycle Rate 
3. Cutting 
Mechanism
3.1 Depth of Cut
3.2 Blade size
3.3 Number of 
Blades
3.4 Adjustability
3.5 Durability
4. Peeling 
Mechanism
4.1 Precision
4.2 Separation of 
Peels
4.3 Disposal of 
Peels
4.4 Adjustability
4.5 Durability
Automatic Onion Peeler
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Fig.5 Design Requirements 
 
 
Automatic Onion 
Peeler
Removes skin and 
outermost layer of 
onion
1. Blades
1.1 Shape of 
Blades
1.2 Angle of 
cutting surface
1.3 Length of 
blades
1.4 Spring 
attachment
1.5 Number of 
Blades
1.6 Separation 
Distance
1.7 Cleanable
2. Peeling 
mechanism
2.1 Amount of 
onion removed
2.2 Peeling 
efficiency
2.3 Contact Point
2.4 Cleanable
2.5 Number/ 
method of peeling
Operated by one 
person
3. Automatic 
process
3.1 Can be loaded 
by one person
3.2 Follow same 
path
3.3 Number of 
dangerous parts
3.4 In operation, 
no exposed blades
Appropriate for 
restaurant
4. Storage
4.1 Can be moved 
by one person
4.2 Easily movable
4.3 Fit on shelf, 
table, closet etc.  
5. Size
5.1 Maximum of 
1m long
5.2 Max width: 
30cm
5.3 Max height: 
30cm
5.4 Fit on 
Tabletop
5.5 Max weight: 
12kg
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3.1.3 Functional allocation and decomposition 
The blades and the peeling mechanism will remove the onion’s skin and outermost layer.  The 
process will be automated by using either a motor or a design that will simplify the peeling process and 
make it easier for the operator to quickly peel many onions.   
3.2 FOUR CONCEPT DRAWINGS 
 
Fig. 6 Design 1 Drawing 
 
Fig. 7 Design 2 Drawing 
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Fig. 8 Design 3 Drawing 
 
Fig. 9 Design 4 Drawing 
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3.3 CONCEPT SELECTION PROCESS  
3.3.1 Preliminary analysis of each concept’s physical feasibility based on design requirements, function 
allocation, and functional decomposition 
 
Design 1 – Hook-Blade Design 
The hook-blade design uses a piston to push an onion through a cylinder with a ring of 
blades that also have hooks on the end of them.  The blades would first slice through the onion’s 
skin and first layer, and then the hooks would latch onto the inside of the outermost layer as the 
onion passes through the rest of the cylinder. Because of the varying sizes of onions, it is 
important that the hook-blades can adjust to the different sizes which could be done using 
springs or another method that allows the blades some movement. A circular brush on the piston 
will assure that the peels are forced off the hooks and out of the cylinder with the peeled onion. 
After the onion passes through the entire cylinder, the piston will be pulled back by the motor. 
The onion will be forced off the piston spike by a surface at the end of the cylinder and fall 
down.  This is the fastest design as the machine could be safely loaded through a slit away from 
blades as the piston continuously ran.  Mechanically, it has one of the simplest designs making 
maintenance easy. Challenges include designing the blades and hooks that will be durable and 
precise enough for the process, as well as making sure the brush is successful in removing the 
peels from the cylinder.  
 
Design 2 – Spin ‘n Slice Design 
This peeler design works by spinning the onion as a moving blade arm works up and 
down the onion.  The operator would have to simply place the onion on the spike and remove it 
after the process was over.  Similar designs have been shown to work for fruits such as oranges 
and apples, but the peel of the onion is different from these so it may cause issues.  The blade 
arm would handle the range of sizes and shapes of onions well.  However, it will take most likely 
the longest time to peel an onion out of the designs as it might have to make multiple passes to 
remove all that is desired.   It would also have to have a more complicated system of 
motors/parts as multiple parts are moving at the same time in different directions. 
 
Design 3 – Air Pressure Design 
The air pressure device would work by multiple steps.  The operator would first load the 
onion onto the spike that is surrounded by air pressure holes. The onion’s skin and outermost 
layer would be cut by the operator using a circle of knives attached to a hinged arm.  After it has 
been cut, the operator would hit a release button on the air compressor until the peel and layer 
are removed.  As can be seen by the description, the process for the air pressure device requires 
more involvement by the operator than the other designs.  Also, the air pressure would work well 
with removing the flaky skin of the onion, but not so well with the outermost layer which is 
desirable to remove at times.  If the area where the air pressure was applied was not well 
contained, there could also be a risk of the skin being blown into the operator’s eyes.  Challenges 
to this design include getting the angle of the air exactly right to remove the skin and outer layer 
as well as containing where these unwanted pieces are blown.  
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Design 4 – Hand-held Cylinder Design 
This design is a hand-held peeler similar in functionality to Design 1.  However, in this 
design, the onion is kept stationary, and the operator uses the handle to force the cylinder down 
such that the onion is passed through a ring of knives and an abrasive flap that will peel the 
onion. There is an outer edge of the device that provides the support and track for this cylinder to 
slide down. The first part of the movable cylinder would be a circle of knives that would cut the 
skin and outer layer.  The second part would be an abrasive material that would have a small 
hole that could be stretched as it is forced past the onion. The friction between this material and 
the onion would tear away the skin and outer layer of the onion. After each use, the operator 
would have to pull the cylinder back up, remove the peeled onion from the onion spike, and 
replace it with a ready-to-be-peeled onion. Challenges to this design are finding the right 
material that would successfully strip the onion of its skin and outer layer and stretch with each 
use so that the onion could squeeze through the small hole.  If the material was not elastic 
enough, it would stretch over time and this peeling mechanism would become less effective.  
3.3.2 Concept scoring 
Table 1 Hook-Blade Design Scoring      
Metric 
Number 
Metric Units  
Worst 
Value 
Best 
Value 
Actual 
Value 
Normalized 
Value 
1 Length cm 100 12 50 0.568 
2 Width  cm 30 12 20 0.556 
3 Height cm 60 15 25 0.778 
4 Number of Blades integer 10 1 8 0.222 
5 Rate of Finished Product onion/min 1 20 15 0.737 
6 Piston Powered binary 0 1 1 1 
7 Spinning Motor Power binary 0 1 0 0 
8 High Air Pressure binary 0 1 0 0 
9 Hand Powered binary 0 1 0 0 
          TOTAL 3.861 
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Table 2 Spin 'n Slice Design Scoring  
Metric 
Number 
Metric Units  
Worst 
Value 
Best 
Value 
Actual 
Value 
Normalized 
Value 
1 Length cm 100 12 25 0.852 
2 Width  cm 30 12 20 0.556 
3 Height cm 60 15 50 0.222 
4 Number of Blades integer 10 1 1 1 
5 Rate of Finished Product onion/min 1 20 3 0.105 
6 Piston Powered binary 0 1 0 0 
7 Spinning Motor Power binary 0 1 1 1 
8 High Air Pressure binary 0 1 0 0 
9 Hand Powered binary 0 1 0 0 
          TOTAL 3.735 
 
Table 3 Air Pressure Design Scoring      
Metric 
Number 
Metric Units  
Worst 
Value 
Best 
Value 
Actual 
Value 
Normalized 
Value 
1 Length cm 100 12 40 0.682 
2 Width  cm 30 12 20 0.556 
3 Height cm 60 15 40 0.444 
4 Number of Blades integer 10 1 6 0.444 
5 Rate of Finished Product onion/min 1 20 10 0.474 
6 Piston Powered binary 0 1 0 0 
7 Spinning Motor Power binary 0 1 0 0 
8 High Air Pressure binary 0 1 1 1 
9 Hand Powered binary 0 1 0 0 
          TOTAL 3.600 
 
Table 4 Hand-Held Cylinder Design Scoring      
Metric 
Number 
Metric Units  
Worst 
Value 
Best 
Value 
Actual 
Value 
Normalized 
Value 
1 Length cm 100 12 15 0.966 
2 Width  cm 30 12 15 0.833 
3 Height cm 60 15 45 0.333 
4 Number of Blades integer 10 1 10 0 
5 Rate of Finished Product onion/min 1 20 12 0.579 
6 Piston Powered binary 0 1 0 0 
7 Spinning Motor Power binary 0 1 0 0 
8 High Air Pressure binary 0 1 0 0 
9 Hand Powered binary 0 1 1 1 
          TOTAL 3.71152313 
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3.3.3 Design requirements for selected concept  
The hook-blade design was the design selected by the team.  After evaluation of the spring-loaded 
blade design, the team decided that it would prove to be too difficult to create this customized design. 
Instead the team decide to go with a product already proven to work.  The knives and peelers from the 
Alligator Peeler replaced the hook-blades, but did not change the other design requirements we had for 
the selected design.  The team made specific design requirements that they followed to ensure a high 
quality product.  The size requirements were that it was less than 30 cm in height and width and less than 
1 m in length.  It was also required to be able to be moved by one person so the weight was restricted to 
less than 12 kg. The design had to have an opening where one person could safely load an onion and a 
piston would come pierce the onion and drive it through the machine.  The motor that was used had to be 
strong enough to push the onion all the way through the knives and peelers.  Through experiment, the 
team found that the motor would have to be able to provide 20 lb of force to the onion. The motor needed 
to operate at 4 RPM or faster in order to peel faster than a human.   The last design requirement was that 
the design had to peel at least 80% of the skin on average.  These design requirements guided the team to 
a well thought out and designed project. 
3.3.4 Final summary 
After using the design metrics and viewing the scoring, all four designs appeared to be 
good contenders for the goals of this project.  Due to how the metric is set up, the team decided 
that the highest scores related to the best designs for the project.  A higher score shows that the 
design is closer to the “best values” in each category.  With this in mind, the hook-blade design 
edged out the other three designs with Spin ‘n’ Slice, hand held cylinder, and air pressure designs 
placing second, third, and fourth, respectively.   
 The metric gave the team a good idea of how large and how many components each 
design had in respect to each other.  This helped the team better visualize and compare the 
designs.  The design metric also took into account the rate at which the mechanisms can peel the 
onions.  This is an important feature to the team as a fast rate would appeal to a larger customer 
base.  In this category, the hook-blade design is significantly faster than the other designs 
according to the team’s estimate.  The hand-held design would depend largely on the speed of 
the operator, as would the air pressure design.  Each onion would have to be placed on the spike, 
and then removed after peeling in these designs. The hook-blade design is estimated to be much 
quicker due to the automated piston stroke; the operator would only need to load the onions into 
the slot.  
 However, the metric made it difficult to truly understand how complex the designs would 
be.  For example, the air pressure and Spin ‘n’ Slice are much more complicated than the other 
two which should have led to a greater difference in scoring.  This leaves the top two options 
being the hook-blade and hand held cylinder design.  The team decided that the mechanism 
should be motorized in order to make the process for the user simpler and to better meet our 
customer’s needs and goals. Due to the simplicity of design and the potential quickness of it, the 
hook-blade design was chosen as the winner.  It seems like it fits the customer goals/needs best 
and will function the best with one operator.   
3.4 PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR THE DESIGN  
1. Peeling process time averages less than or equal to 15 s (4 onions/minute). 
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 2. Total weight is less than 12 kg. 
 3. Length is less than or equal to 1 m. 
 4. Height is less than or equal to 30 cm. 
 5. Width is less than or equal to 30 cm. 
 6. Peels 80% of the skin off.  
 
3.5 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS  
3.5.1 Functional – Automatically peels an onion. 
3.5.2 Safety – No risk to operator in use.  
3.5.3 Quality – Peels 80% of onion skin and outer layer successfully. 
3.5.4 Manufacturing – Must be able to be built this semester. 
3.5.5 Timing – Must be able to peel and onion in 15s or 4 onions per minute.  
3.5.6 Economic – Must be within our budget of $276. 
3.5.7 Ergonomic – Must make the process of peeling an onion easier and more convenient.  
3.5.8 Ecological – No water or organic resources will be used in the design, other than electricity.  
3.5.9 Aesthetic – Design will be appropriate for a kitchen.  
3.5.10 Life cycle – Must be able to peel many onions without breaking, wearing down, or decrease 
efficiency. 
3.5.11 Legal – Design must meet the Standards of NSF/ANSI 8 – 2012 Commercial Powered Food 
Preparation Equipment. 
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4 EMBODIMENT AND FABRICATION PLAN 
4.1 EMBODIMENT DRAWING 
 
 
Fig. 10 Embodiment Drawing
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4.2 PARTS LIST 
Table 5 Parts List  
Bubble Call Out # Part Part Number Price Source Order Status 
Cylinder 
9 PVC Cylinder - - Basement MS/B 
7 Back Cylinder Flange - - 3D printer 3D 
8 Cylinder - - 3D printer 3D 
6 Stainless Steel Flange Screws 92314A157 $9.21 McMaster OR 
5 Steel Flange Hex Nuts 90480A007 $1.24 McMaster OR 
Linkage 
16 Stainless Steel Shoulder Screws 90298A712 $6.12 ea McMaster OR 
17 Stainless Steel Spacer 92415A147 $10.10 McMaster OR 
19 Aluminum Piston Arm - - Machine Shop MS/B 
18 Aluminum Motor Arm - - Machine Shop MS/B 
2 Steel Hex Nuts 95505A603 $5.76 McMaster OR 
Piston 
1 Stainless Steel Hex Bolts 92198A643 $6.02 McMaster OR 
2 Steel Hex Nuts  95505A603 $5.76 McMaster OR 
4 Piston Shaft - - 3D printer 3D 
3 Piston head - - 3D printer 3D 
Base  
22 Wooden Base  - - Basement MS/B 
21 Wooden Motor Support Block - - Basement MS/B 
13 Front Leg Block - - Basement MS/B 
12 Middle Support Block - - Basement MS/B 
11 Back Leg Block - - Basement MS/B 
20 1/15th hp Motor - - Basement MS/B 
- Wood Screws - - Basement MS/B 
10,14 Stainless Steel Sheet Metal Bands - - Basement MS/B 
15 Steel Crossbar - - Basement MS/B 
Alligator Assembly 
23 Alligator Peeler AG9 $34.43 Amazon OR 
23 Alligator Blades AG9 $34.43 Amazon OR 
24 Stainless Steel Threaded Tie Rod 98920A006 $7.65 McMaster  OR 
25 Stainless Steel Tube Spacer 8457K52 $15.43 McMaster  OR 
26 Steel Tie Rod Hex Nuts  90480A006 $1.71 McMaster  OR 
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4.3 DRAFT DETAIL DRAWINGS FOR EACH MANUFACTURED PART 
The following drawings, Figures 11-16, are the parts in our design that we needed to manufacture or 3D 
print.  
 
Fig. 11 PVC Cylinder Detail Drawing - Machined 
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Fig. 12 Back Cylinder Flange Detail Drawing – 3D Print 
 
Fig. 13 Cylinder Detail Drawing – 3D Print 
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Fig. 14 Piston Head Detail Drawing – 3D Print 
 
Fig. 15 Piston Shaft Detail Drawing – 3D Print 
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Fig. 16 Motor Arm Detailed Drawing - Machined 
 
Fig. 17 Piston Arm Detailed Drawing – Machined 
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Fig. 18 Crossbar 
 
Fig. 19 Back Stainless Steel Sheet Metal Band 
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Fig. 20 Front Stainless Steel Sheet Metal Band 
 
Fig. 21 Front Wooden Cylinder Legs 
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Fig. 22 Back Wooden Legs 
 
Fig. 23 Middle Wooden Block 
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Fig. 24 Wooden Base 
 
Fig. 25 Wooden Motor Support Block 
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4.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN RATIONALE FOR THE CHOICE/SIZE/SHAPE OF 
EACH PART 
Design Rationale by Balloon Number in Fig. 10: 
Blade/Peeler Assembly 
23. Alligator Blades - This part was placed at the end of the cylinder to create four cuts along the length 
of the onion to make the peeling process easier. There are four small metal blades spaced out in a circle, 
each 90 degrees apart from the next. They are attached to the end of four plastic arms, which are flexible 
enough to spread out so the onion can fit through. However, the arms are also sturdy enough to apply the 
correct amount of pressure to the onion so that the blades cut through the onion skin and the plastic arms 
do not break.  
 
23. Alligator Peeler- The Alligator peeler is positioned 3” away from the Alligator Blades. This part 
consists of four plastic arms similar to the blades, but instead of having round blades on the end there are 
plastic hooks. These hooks are lodged under the first layer of the peel and pull it back as the onion travels 
to the end of the piston’s stroke. We chose the Alligator parts because they are proven to work in the 
Alligator onion peeler and are a safer design than our original proposed spring loaded knives. They 
greatly simplified our design as we did not need to design and analyze spring-loaded blades. 
 
24. Stainless Steel Threaded Tie Rod (4) - Four 1/8" diameter length stainless steel rods were chosen to 
attach to the end of the cylinder and hold the blades and peeler in place. The four tie rods will go through 
the outer holes of the alligator blade and peeler and be screwed into the cylinder. Using these rods to 
support the alligator blade and peeler will allow the open space for the onion peels to fall out of the 
machine, eliminating the need of any sort of brush on our piston. 
 
25. Stainless Steel Tube Spacers (4) - Four 3" Stainless Steel Tubes with 0.065" thick walls and 1/4" 
outer diameters were chosen to dictate the space between the Alligator Blades and Alligator Peeler. It will 
force the blade against the cylinder and keep the distance from the peeler to the blade constant. The length 
of the spacers was optimized to minimize the stroke length of the piston and still allow for the onion peels 
to fall without getting caught. 
 
26. Steel Tie Rod Hex Nuts (4) - Four 18-8 Stainless Steel End Nuts were chosen to cap the end of the 4 
rods to secure the Blade/Peeler Assembly. 
 
Cylinder/Piston Assembly 
9. PVC Cylinder – A 4” PVC pipe was chosen instead of aluminum because it was readily available for 
use and easy to machine to fit our requirements. 
 
7. Back Cylinder Flange – A 3D printed back cylinder flange was made to be force-fitted onto the PVC 
cylinder and attach to the 3D printed cylinder by 6 bolts and nuts. 
 
8. Cylinder – A 3D Printed Cylinder was made with a cutout large enough to insert an onion with plenty 
of clearance and match up with the inner diameter of the PVC Cylinder. It was long enough to house both 
the piston shaft and the piston head for the whole stroke. 
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3. Piston Head – A 4” 3D printed piston head was designed to have enough clearance to slide through the 
PVC cylinder with little friction. We printed this part over using a manufactured metal part because it 
needed to be lightweight and cheap. 
 
4. Piston Shaft – An 8” long 3D printed shaft was designed because we needed our part to be 
lightweight, affordable, and soft enough that it wouldn’t dull the metal blades if they were to come into 
contact. The length was chosen because we needed it to fit through both the blades and peelers without 
the head of the piston interfering with the alligator parts. 
 
Stainless Steel Hex Bolts (4) – (Enclosed by the cylinder in Fig. 10) Four 4-¾” long hex bolts were 
chosen to fasten the shaft to the piston head. These bolts are strong and long enough to pass through the 
length of the piston head and be bolted on the other side. We did not want to deal with screws and 
tolerances in 3D printed parts so we bypassed that issue by making the bolt go all the way through the 
piston head. 
 
Steel Hex Nuts (4) - (Enclosed by the cylinder in Fig. 10) Four steel hex nuts were chosen to fit the 
stainless steel hex bolts. These two components held the piston head and shaft together.  
 
6. Stainless Steel Flange Screws (6) - Six 1-1/2” long flange screws were chosen to fasten the 3D printed 
back cylinder flange to the 3D printed cylinder because they are strong and fit our specifications.  They 
were long enough to go all the way through the cylinder and cylinder flange.  
 
5. Steel Flange Hex Nuts (6) - Six steel hex nuts along with the flange screws were chosen to secure the 
3D printed back cylinder flange to the 3D printed Cylinder fixed together.  The hex nuts chosen fit the 
flange screws properly.   
 
 
Motor/Arm Assembly 
16. Stainless Steel Shoulder Screw (2) - Two shoulder screws were chosen for the joint connecting the 
piston arm and motor arm and the joint connecting the piston arm and the piston head. These screws have 
a smooth flat surface so that these parts can rotate around the screw with little interference and friction.  
At the end of the shoulder screws, there is a threaded section so a nut could be fastened to it. 
 
17. Stainless Steel Spacer -The stainless steel spacer was chosen to fit on a shoulder screw between the 
piston arm and motor arm, keeping the space between the two arms constant and avoiding interference.  
 
2. Steel Hex Nuts (2) – Two of these nuts were used on the end of the shoulder screws to secure the joints 
and avoid parts from becoming loose and moving irregularly.  
 
19. Piston arm - The aluminum piston arm was chosen to connect the motor arm to the piston head. We 
chose to use aluminum instead of steel because of its lighter weight, and it would require less torque from 
our motor. Two holes in the piston arm are machined for the joints with the motor arm and the piston 
head. The length we determined is appropriate so that the piston can be driven the necessary length 
through the cylinder, blades, and peelers to peel the onion. 
 
18. Motor Arm-We chose an aluminum motor arm instead of a drive plate because the motor arm is 
much cheaper and provide the same effectiveness. Two holes in the motor arm were machined. The first 
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one was used to force fit the arm onto the shaft of the motor along with two set screws. The other one was 
sized properly to move smoothly on the shoulder screw which provided the connection with the piston 
arm. The length is 5” because a motor arm of this length moves the piston 10” which is what we needed 
to push the onion through the peeler entirely. 
 
20. 1/15th HP Motor- (See APPENDIX B for Specifications) A Dayton AC-DC gear motor was chosen to 
run the system. The motor operates at 1/15 HP and 450 in-lbs of torque that gives more than enough 
power to drive the onion through the Alligator cutter and peeler at 6 RPM. We found this motor in the 
basement of Jolley, and according to our test, it provides enough torque to drive the onion through our 
system. It greatly reduces the cost of our project. 
 
Support Assembly  
22. Wooden Base- The dimensions were chosen to be 10 in. by 30 in. in order to fit the performance 
metric for size.  This size base made carrying the device easy for a single person.  It also allowed for the 
motor and cylinder to be positioned onto one piece in order to make sure they have the correct 
relationship to each other.   
 
21. Wooden Motor Support Block- The support block provided the height needed for the motor arm to 
clear the wooden base during rotation.  It was designed to align the center of the motor shaft at the same 
height as the cylinder.   
 
13,11. Wooden Cylinder Legs- The wooden legs were designed to ensure that the center of the cylinder 
was at the same height as the motor shaft.  The front legs had upright bars in order for the cross bar to be 
attached to the front of it.  The width of the legs were chosen so the stainless steel sheet metal bands could 
be easily bent and attached to them by screws.  
 
15. Crossbar-  Steel was chosen for the crossbar because it is strong, and a piece was found in the 
machine shop that needed little machining. Steel provides the strength and durability that was needed for 
its job since this piece is under a lot of stress. The crossbar was added to the design in order to stop the 
movement of the cylinder assembly when the onion was pushed through the knives and peelers.   
 
10,14. Stainless Steel Sheet Metal Bands (2)- Two metal bands were necessary to hold the cylinder in 
place during operations.  Thin sheet metal was used because it was lightweight but strong enough to resist 
the movement of the cylinder.  The sheet metal allowed for easy shape manipulation in order to properly 
fit the cylinder.   
 
12. Middle Support Block- A middle wooden block was added to resist the movement of the cylinder as 
the piston shaft makes its return back to its initial position. As the onion is pushed off from the shaft, this 
piece ensures that the cylinder remains stationary. Without this piece, the cylinder moves backwards 
under the force of the onion getting pushing off by the backside of the peeler.  
 
Wood Screws - Standard wood screws were used to attach the wooden pieces to each other.  They were 
easily found around the machine shop and basement.  The ones that were used were short because it 
lowered the risk of the wood splitting.   
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4.5 GANTT CHART 
 
 
 
Fig. 26 Gantt Chart
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5 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 
5.1 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS PROPOSAL 
5.1.1 A form, signed by your section instructor  
Received personal confirmation from instructors. 
5.2 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS RESULTS 
1. Motivation.   
The structural integrity of our onion peeler is a very important aspect of 
the design since the onion peeler must be able to withstand a maximum force of 20lbf 
without breaking or buckling. If the piston shaft breaks when in operation, not only will 
our product be rendered useless until the part can be replaced, but we will also ruin the 
onion that is being peeled since there may be pieces of plastic lodged in the onion.  
This analysis will carry the project forward by helping us to determine a material 
and shaft design to use. If the piston shaft breaks, we will know that we must test further 
or experiment with different materials and designs until we can pinpoint a model that is 
lightweight, safe with food, and strong enough. 
 
2. Summary statement of analysis done.   
We ran a buckling test on SolidWorks to find out how the piston shaft will 
perform under the given loading. We supplied a 20 lbf on the faces of the spike, fixed the 
opposite end, and supplied a 1 psi pressure on the faces of the spike to account for the 
pressure that the onion exerts on the spike when the spike is lodged within it. A photo of 
the set-up can be seen in Fig. 14. The 20 lbf load supplied to the spike resulted in a 
maximum distortion of 0.02 in. as seen in Fig. 15. Note that this figure is not distorted to 
scale. 
 
Fig. 27: Pressures, forces, and fixtures applied to the shaft 
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Fig. 28: Photo showcasing the distortion of our piston shaft 
 
Since PLA was not a material that was available as an option in SolidWorks, the correct 
material specifications, specified by the supplier (Ultimaker), were used to create a 
custom material. We used values that can be seen in Table 6. 
 
 
 
 
Table 6: PLA material specifications used to create a custom material in SolidWorks. 
Name: Custom Plastic 
Model type: Linear Elastic 
Isotropic 
Default failure 
criterion: 
Max von Mises Stress 
Yield strength: 10152.6 psi 
Tensile strength: 4351.13 psi 
Mass density: 0.0451591 lb/in^3 
Elastic modulus: 413648 psi 
Poisson's ratio: 0.36   
 
 
3. Methodology.   
We created a test rig in which we connected our alligator peeler and blades to a PVC pipe 
and pulled an appropriately sized onion connected to a force scale through the peeler and 
blades. This test resulted in an 18 lbf needed to drive the onion through the blades and 
peeler. Due to these results from our initial test rig, we decided to use a 20 lbf in our 
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SolidWorks analysis and test to see if the spike and shaft would be strong enough to 
withstand that load. 
 
4. Results.   
The analysis study suggests that the material will slightly distort under the given 
conditions. The maximum distortion amplitude is approximately 0.02 in. and that occurs 
at the very tip of the spike. Although this would suggest that a stronger material should 
be used, we think that the tests are slightly inaccurate due to the fact the 20 lbf value we 
came up with was fairly rudimentary and represents a worst case scenario. Since there is 
a slight disconnect between the SolidWorks analysis and the real-world situation, we 
decided to go through with the design, and we have conducted extensive real world 
testing that has proven that our piston shaft will perform up to expectations. 
 
5. Significance.   
Our piston shaft dimensions are constrained to our current dimensions as seen in Fig. 16 
since it must be both long and narrow enough to fit through both the alligator blade and 
peelers without interfering with them. Due to this, the only aspect of the piston design 
that can be changed is the material of the piston shaft. If, when conducting real world 
tests with a working prototype, the material breaks or buckles, we will have to seek out a 
stronger material such as PVC, a metal alloy, or a stronger plastic. 
 
 
 
Fig. 29: SolidWorks drawing of the piston shaft and spike 
 
The alligator peeler we purchased came with a spike that functioned very well at piercing and holding on 
to the onion. In order to use that spike, we would have been required to somehow fasten it on to the shaft 
of our piston. However our standard, NSF/ANSI 8 Commercial Powered Food Preparation Equipment 
states in section 5.5.1 that fasteners shall not be used in a food zone. A food zone is defined as any surface 
of equipment that normally comes in contact with food. Due to this restriction, we decided to create the 
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spike and piston shaft in one 3D printed piece to avoid the use of fasteners within the food zone. Since we 
were required to create a single piece containing the shaft and spike, we decided that it was necessary to 
test the structural integrity of that piece for our engineering analysis. 
 
5.3 RISK ASSESSMENT  
5.3.1 Risk Identification 
For our project we identified the following major risks: 
Table 7 Potential Risks 
Part Ordering 
Defective Design 
Peeling Performance 
3D printing 
Part Failure 
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5.3.2 Risk Impact or Consequence Assessment 
We used a risk Assessment tool to explore the impact and consequences of our existing risk. We included how the risk is being managed, which 
group members are responsible, and further steps that can be taken to reduce each risk. All of this information is presented in Fig. 17. 
  
Fig. 30 Risk Assessment Workshee
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5.3.3 Risk Prioritization 
The Heat Map in Fig. 18 below portrays our prioritization of the different risks from Section 5.3.2. The 
heat Map is based on the Impact and Likelihood of each Risk. 
 
Fig. 31 Risk Assessment Heat Map 
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6 WORKING PROTOTYPE 
6.1 A PRELIMINARY DEMONSTRATION OF THE WORKING PROTOTYPE  
6.2 A FINAL DEMONSTRATION OF THE WORKING PROTOTYPE 
6.3 AT LEAST TWO DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING THE PROTOTYPE 
 
Fig. 32 Top View of Working Prototype 
 
Fig. 33 Side View of Working Prototype 
 
6.4 A SHORT VIDEOCLIP THAT SHOWS THE FINAL PROTOTYPE PERFORMING 
HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/BZRLCC_5I6G 
 
6.5 AT LEAST 4 ADDITIONAL DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHS AND THEIR EXPLANATIONS 
One design constraint that we faced was fitting our aluminum linkage arms to the shaft of the motor that 
we found in the basement of Jolley. In order to fit the linkage tightly onto the motor shaft we fabricated a 
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hole in the aluminum such that it could be press fit to the shaft. We then drilled two holes, one on the top 
face of the linkage arm and one on the back face so that set screws could be inserted and pressure from 
the two screws 90 degrees apart on the shaft would keep the linkage arm tightly anchored to the shaft. An 
image of this joint can be seen below in Figure 34.  
 
Fig. 34 Motor Shaft Joint 
Another critical joint was between the two linkage arms. We wanted to make sure that there would not be 
interference between the two arms and that the joint allowed each bar to rotate freely. We decided to use a 
shoulder screw with a spacer that separated the two aluminum linkage arms. Then on the end we placed a 
washer and nut to secure the joint. An image of this joint can be seen in Figure 35.  
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Fig. 35 Linkage Arm Joint 
Our piston design consisted of two parts, the piston head and the driving shaft. The head is a short black 
solid cylinder which stays in contact with the inside of the cylinder for the entire process. The white 
driving shaft is attached to the piston head using 4 bolts and nuts and is configured to travel down the 
middle of the cylinder, blades, and peelers. The whole piston assembly can be seen below in Figure 36.  
 
Fig. 36 Piston Assembly 
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Perhaps the most critical assembly to our project is the Blade and Peeler Assembly. The Alligator Onion 
Peeler rings of blades and peelers needed to be placed at the end of our cylinder so the onion could be 
driven through them. To attach them to the cylinder, we made four small holes in the cylinder and 
inserted tie rods into the holes. The blades could then be pushed onto the tie rods with spacers, the 
peelers, and then finally a nut to secure the apparatus. These parts can all be seen in Figure 37 below.  
 
Fig. 37 Blades and Peelers Assembly 
7 DESIGN DOCUMENTATION 
7.1 FINAL DRAWINGS AND DOCUMENTATION 
7.1.1 Engineering drawings 
Our final CAD Model, which includes the all parts used in our final design can be accessed through this 
zip file: 
Final CAD Parts.zip
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7.1.2 Sourcing instructions 
Refer to Appendix A – Bill of Materials. Source and web addresses are included when applicable.  
7.2 FINAL PRESENTATION 
7.2.1 A live presentation in front of the entire class and the instructors 
This section may be left blank 
7.2.2 A link to a video clip 
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=N8KONMC4_U8 
7.3 TEARDOWN 
   
Fig. 38 Completed Teardown Assignment 
8 DISCUSSION 
8.1 USING THE FINAL PROTOTYPE PRODUCED TO OBTAIN VALUES FOR METRICS, 
EVALUATE THE QUANTIFIED NEEDS EQUATIONS FOR THE DESIGN.  HOW WELL 
WERE THE NEEDS MET?  DISCUSS THE RESULT. 
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Table 8 Theoretical Blade-Peeler Design Scoring 
Metric 
Number 
Metric Units  
Worst 
Value 
Best 
Value 
Actual 
Value 
Normalized 
Value 
1 Length cm 100 30 50 0.714 
2 Width  cm 30 12 20 0.556 
3 Height cm 60 15 25 0.778 
4 Weight kg 20 5 12 0.533 
5 Number of Blades integer 10 1 8 0.222 
6 Rate of Finished Product onion/min 1 20 15 0.737 
7 Percentage of Onion Peeled % 0 100 80 0.800 
8 Cleanability - 0 10 6 0.600 
          TOTAL 4.940 
 
Table 9 Final Prototype Scoring 
Metric 
Number 
Metric Units  
Worst 
Value 
Best 
Value 
Actual 
Value 
Normalized 
Value 
1 Length cm 100 30 76.2 0.340 
2 Width  cm 30 12 25.4 0.256 
3 Height cm 60 15 26.7 0.740 
4 Weight kg 20 5 10 0.667 
5 Number of Blades integer 10 1 4 0.667 
6 Rate of Finished Product onion/min 1 20 10 0.474 
7 Percentage of Onion Peeled % 0 100 80 0.800 
8 Cleanability - 0 10 7 0.700 
          TOTAL 4.643 
 
Our prototype met all of the quantified needs that we set for our design. The only metric that was 
difficult to quantify was Percentage of Onion Peeled. This difficulty comes from the fact that each onion 
is not peeled exactly the same. In all of our trials, some onions were peeled completely but some of them 
did not meet our 80% requirement. However on average, we did meet our need of peeling 80% of the 
onion.  
 Our final prototype normalized happiness value of 4.64 was slightly lower than our theoretical 
design happiness value of 4.94 due to a few metrics. While we met our size requirements, our model still 
was a bit bigger than our initial theoretical design. The length of our model was determined by the path 
length our piston had to travel to push the onion through the blades and peelers in addition to the length of 
the linkage arms needed to result in that motion. Both of these lengths ended up being a little greater than 
anticipated. The rate of peeling onions was also a little lower than our theoretical value because it ended 
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up being strictly based on the rpm of motor that we found in the basement of Jolley. Overall, we were 
happy to have met all of our design metrics.  
8.2 DISCUSS ANY SIGNIFICANT PARTS SOURCING ISSUES? DID IT MAKE SENSE TO 
SCROUNGE PARTS?  DID ANY VENDOR HAVE AN UNREASONABLY LONG PART 
DELIVERY TIME?  WHAT WOULD BE YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 
PROJECTS? 
We did not encounter any significant adversity in ordering parts. We ordered all but one of our 
parts from McMaster Carr, a very reliable source. The part not ordered from McMaster Carr was ordered 
from a company on Amazon, shipped domestically, and was purely a mechanical part. Mechanical parts 
are less likely to fail out of the box than electrical parts so we were comfortable placing the order on 
Amazon. Since our process was very seamless, I can only suggest to future projects that they follow the 
advice given by the professors at the beginning of the year: Order as much as possible from trusted 
sources such as McMaster Carr or Misumi and then do be very careful when ordering through Amazon as 
a third party seller. 
 
8.3 DISCUSS THE OVERALL EXPERIENCE: 
8.3.1 Was the project more of less difficult than you had expected?   
The project was about as difficult as we expected. As in any project, there were unforeseen 
difficulties that arose in designing/building/testing; however, we were never met with too difficult of a 
problem that we could not come together and solve. For example, making the piston spike successfully 
pierce the onion yet not allow the onion to travel further down the shaft was our most critical issue. Upon 
brainstorming, we decided to alter the current part we had by adding asymmetrical curves on the faces of 
the spike to create a barrier to stop the onion from travelling further down the shaft. 
 
8.3.2 Does your final project result align with the project description? 
Yes, our project description was to design an onion peeler that was suitable for the restaurant 
industry. Currently, most restaurants have employees manually peel onion – a very time consuming and 
uncomfortable process for the employees. Therefore, we wanted to create a mechanism that could be 
quickly operated by one person, was small enough to fit on a work table, portable, and would effectively 
peel onions. We met all of these goals. 
 
8.3.3 Did your team function well as a group?   
Yes, our team functioned extremely well as a group. We were all friends prior to this course and 
therefore had established great communication with each other, knew each others’ work styles, strengths, 
and weaknesses. Due to this, we were successfully able to delegate work and enjoy our time together on 
the long nights of prototyping and designing. 
 
8.3.4 Were your team member’s skills complementary? 
Yes, everyone had something to contribute to the project.  For example, Will had experience with 
3D printing so he took charge of that.  Matt is very well organized so he kept the group organized and 
meeting deadlines.  He also did the majority of the formatting of the final report.  Dylan was able to keep 
track of our progress with the Gantt chart and did well making sure the proper parts were 
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ordered.  Everyone helped in the machine shop to construct the actual prototype.  The CAD work was 
done mainly by Craig with a considerable amount of help from Will and Matt. Will also completed the 
engineering analysis on Solidworks which was great since none of us were very familiar with doing so.  It 
should also be noted that in all of these situations, we were helping each other with the work.  It was great 
to work on a team that could lean on each other for help when it was needed.    
 
8.3.5 Did your team share the workload equally?   
Yes, the team worked very well together and shared the workload equally.  Not everyone worked 
on every step, but in the end the time spent by each member probably came out to be equal.  Everyone 
contributed to the best of their abilities.   
 
8.3.6 Was any needed skill missing from the group? 
No, the skills that were needed for our project were well covered by our group.  Organization and 
communication were strong skills present in our group.  Along with those skills, the four group members 
had the ability to build and machine the needed parts. The members had experience in the machine shop 
either from Machine Shop Practicum and/or the Vibrations and Machine Elements Laboratory.  Will was 
very familiar with 3D printing so he took the lead printing.  Will, Matt, and Craig did the CAD work in 
Solidworks.  A skill that was not well known by any member was figured out through collaboration of the 
team.   
 
8.3.7 Did you have to consult with your customer during the process, or did you work to the original 
design brief?   
No, the group worked strictly to the original design brief as it provided all the information the 
group needed.  It was thoroughly done so the size restrictions and performance measures were all 
known.  The group was able to match the needs of the customer that were discussed.   
 
8.3.8 Did the design brief (as provided by the customer) seem to change during the process? 
No, the design brief did not change throughout the process.  The group had a clear direction from 
the customer originally which was not altered.  This helped the team get an initial design and stick to the 
general concept with minor changes throughout the semester.   
 
8.3.9 Has the project enhanced your design skills?   
Yes, the project was the first exposure for the team members to an entire design 
process.  Through other classes and internships, the group had experiences different steps of the process, 
but never from starting with an idea and ending with an end prototype they made themselves.  It was a 
great way to learn design skills as they are better achieved by actually designing a product than just being 
taught about it.  Being the ones doing each step of the process throughout the semester really taught the 
members how to design a high quality product.  
 
8.3.10 Would you now feel more comfortable accepting a design project assignment at a job? 
Yes, the members would be very comfortable accepting a design project assignment at a job after 
this semester.  The group members were familiar in working with teams before because of 
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sports.  However, now they feel more comfortable with a team in technical field.  The members are able 
to communicate better technically through verbal discussions and reports.   
 
8.3.11 Are there projects that you would attempt now that you would not attempt before? 
Yes, the members would be willing to attempt more difficult projects if more time was 
permitted.  The group feels like that after going through a whole design process that they are comfortable 
with the necessary steps.  Because of this, more difficult projects could be handled by the team.  
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9 APPENDIX A - BILL OF MATERIALS 
Table 10 Bill of Materials 
Part Source Website Part Number Price 
Cylinder 
PVC Cylinder Basement - - - 
Back Cylinder Flange 3D printer - - - 
Cylinder 3D printer - - - 
Stainless Steel Flange Screws McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#92314a157/=14u8kak  92314A157 $9.21 
Steel Flange Hex Nuts McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#90480a007/=14u8kx1  90480A007 $1.24 
Linkage 
Stainless Steel Shoulder Screws McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#90298a712/=14ucbvn  90298A712 $6.12 ea 
Stainless Steel Spacer McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#92415a147/=14ubzi3  92415A147 $10.10 
Aluminum Piston Arm Machine Shop - - - 
Aluminum Motor Arm Machine Shop - - - 
Steel Hex Nuts McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#95505a603/=14uc0n3  95505A603 $5.76 
Piston 
Stainless Steel Hex Bolts McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#92198a643/=14ucjph  92198A643 $6.02 
Steel Hex Nuts  McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#95505a603/=14uc0n3  95505A603 $5.76 
Piston Shaft 3D printer - - - 
Piston head 3D printer - - - 
Base  
Wooden Base  Basement - - - 
Wooden Motor Support Block Basement - - - 
Front Leg Block Basement - - - 
Middle Support Block Basement - - - 
Back Leg Block Basement - - - 
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1/15th hp Motor Basement  See Appendix B - - 
Wood Screws Basement - - - 
Stainless Steel Sheet Metal Bands Basement - - - 
Steel Crossbar Basement - - - 
Alligator Assembly 
Alligator Peeler Amazon http://www.hickitchen.com/alligator-onion-peeler  AG9 $34.43 
Alligator Blades Amazon http://www.hickitchen.com/alligator-onion-peeler  AG9 $34.43 
Stainless Steel Threaded Tie Rod McMaster  http://www.mcmaster.com/#threaded-rods/=14qn0ze 98920A006 $7.65 
Stainless Steel Tube Spacer McMaster  http://www.mcmaster.com/#catalog/122/3768/=14qn1bv 8457K52 $15.43 
Steel Tie Rod Hex Nuts  McMaster  http://www.mcmaster.com/#catalog/122/3200/=14qn1qm 90480A006 $1.71 
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10 APPENDIX B - MOTOR SPECIFICATIONS  
 
Table 11: Motor Specifications 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Motor Specifications 
Model Number 4K868 
F/L Torque 450 in-lbs 
HP 1/15 
Output RPM F/L 2.8 
Volts 115 
Input RPM F/L 5000 
N/L 9.0 
CY 25-60 
Input Motor 2M087 
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11 APPENDIX C - ENGINEERING ANALYSIS  
 
 
Simulation of Piston 
Shaft 
 
Date: Monday, November 21, 2016 
Designer: Solidworks 
Study name: Buckling Test 
Analysis type: Buckling 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Description 52 
Assumptions Error! Bookmark not defined. 
Model Information 53 
Study Properties 54 
Units 54 
Material Properties 55 
Loads and Fixtures 56 
Connector Definitions Error! Bookmark not 
defined. 
Contact Information Error! Bookmark not 
defined. 
Mesh information 57 
Sensor Details Error! Bookmark not defined. 
Study Results 59 
Conclusion Error! Bookmark not defined. 
 
 
1 DESCRIPTION 
 
A buckling test was conducted of the piston shaft to ensure that it 
would hold up the forces and stresses it will face. This test will help 
us determine whether or not a 3D printed PLA part will be strong 
enough. 
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2 MODEL INFORMATION 
 
 
Model name: Piston Shaft 
Current Configuration: Default 
Solid Bodies 
Document Name and 
Reference 
Treated As Volumetric Properties 
Document Path/Date 
Modified 
Boss-Extrude10 
 
Solid Body 
Mass:0.131132 lb 
Volume:2.90378 in^3 
Density:0.0451591 lb/in^3 
Weight:0.131043 lbf 
 
\\warehouse2.seasad.wustl.edu
\home\wluer\My 
Documents\Big Onion Parts 
to print\Piston Shaft.SLDPRT 
Nov 17 09:37:39 2016 
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3 STUDY PROPERTIES 
Study name Buckling Test 
Analysis type Buckling 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Number of modes 1 
Solver type FFEPlus 
Incompatible bonding options Automatic 
Thermal Effect:  On 
Thermal option Include temperature loads 
Zero strain temperature 298 Kelvin 
Include fluid pressure effects from 
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation 
Off 
Soft Spring:  Off 
Result folder SOLIDWORKS document 
(\\warehouse2.seasad.wustl.edu\home\wluer\My 
Documents\Big Onion Parts to print) 
 
 
4 UNITS 
Unit system: English (IPS) 
Length/Displacement mm 
Temperature Kelvin 
Angular velocity Rad/sec 
Pressure/Stress psi 
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5 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Model Reference Properties Components 
 
Name: Custom Plastic 
Model type: Linear Elastic Isotropic 
Default failure criterion: Max von Mises Stress 
Yield strength: 10152.6 psi 
Tensile strength: 4351.13 psi 
Mass density: 0.0451591 lb/in^3 
Elastic modulus: 413648 psi 
Poisson's ratio: 0.36   
 
SolidBody 1(Boss-
Extrude10)(Piston Shaft) 
Curve Data:N/A 
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6 LOADS AND FIXTURES 
Fixture name Fixture Image Fixture Details 
Fixed-1 
 
Entities: 4 face(s) 
Type: Fixed Geometry 
 
 
Load name Load Image Load Details 
Pressure-1 
 
Entities: 10 face(s) 
Type: Normal to selected face 
Value: 1 
Units: psi 
Phase Angle: 0 
Units: deg 
 
Force-1 
 
Entities: 8 face(s) 
Type: Apply normal force 
Value: 20 lbf 
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7 MESH INFORMATION 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Mesher Used:  Standard mesh 
Automatic Transition:  Off 
Include Mesh Auto Loops:  Off 
Jacobian points 4 Points 
Element Size 0.142714 in 
Tolerance 0.00713568 in 
Mesh Quality High 
 
7.1 MESH INFORMATION - DETAILS 
Total Nodes 18675 
Total Elements 10028 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 7.7586 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 67.8 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 0 
% of distorted elements(Jacobian) 0 
Time to complete mesh(hh;mm;ss):  00:00:02 
Computer name:  URB214-11 
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8 STUDY RESULTS 
 
Name Type Min Max 
Amplitude1 AMPRES: Resultant Amplitude 
Plot for Mode Shape: 1(Load 
Factor = 0.448893) 
0  
Node: 1 
0.0208945  
Node: 1531 
 
Piston Shaft-Buckling Test-Amplitude-Amplitude1 
 
Name Type 
Displacement1 Deformed shape 
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Piston Shaft-Buckling Test-Displacement-Displacement1 
 
Mode List 
Mode Number Load Factor 
1 0.44889 
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